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Corporate financing

I Debt-equity ratio

I Debt overhang

I Borrowing capacity

I Liquidity and risk management

I Signaling in corporate finance
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Questions of this section

I Why do lenders care about the leverage ratio?

I Why is it often impossible for borrowers with too little equity
to find any debt financing no matter what interest they
promise to pay?
I.e., why are poorly capitalized firms credit rationed?

I What determines whether a leverage ratio is viable and what
determines the debt capacity of firms?
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Main line of thinking

I Principle-Agent Problem:
Borrower (managing owner) can take some hidden action
→ moral hazard

I He can reduce effort and increase thereby private benefits

I Low effort increases failure risk of firm’s investment

I If managing owner receives a too low fraction of project’s
return he cares more about his private benefit then about
project’s success probability

I This trade-off is affected e.g. by size of private benefits and
manager’s impact on success probability
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Baseline model
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Assumptions - Entrepreneur

I Two period economy: t = 0, 1

I Entrepreneur (managing owner) is risk neutral

I Entrepreneur has no time preference

I Entrepreneur has a risky investment project with a fixed
investment volume I in t = 0

I Managing owner only disposes of cash A in t = 0 with I > A

I He can consume cash immediately or invest in his own project

I If he invests he has to borrow I − A

I If the project succeeds the return is R; if it fails return is 0
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Assumptions - Entrepreneur

I Entrepreneur’s effort improves project’s success probability:

pH − pL = ∆p > 0

I But effort reduces entrepreneurs private benefit by B
I Whether entrepreneur invests effort is his private information

behaveshirk

pH1− pHpL1− pL

Investment Return: 0 0R R
Manager’s Private Benefit: B B 0 0
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Assumptions - Project efficiency

I Project efficient, i.e. has a positive NPV, only if entrepreneur
invests effort:

pHR − I > 0

I Project is inefficient, i.e. has negative NPV, if entrepreneur
shirks:

pLR − I + B < 0

⇒ Expected project return only recovers initial investment if
entrepreneur behaves:

pHR > I > pLR
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Assumptions - Lenders

I Lenders are risk neutral

I Lenders have no time preference

I Many lenders → Projects are scarce and funds abundant

⇒ Competition among lenders drives down expected interest on
financing contract to 0

⇒ Lenders must only recoup their funds in expected terms
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Assumptions - Financing contract

I Focus on credit contracts which specify an initial funding
volume C and a repayment Rl ≤ R

I Credit contracts are subject to limited liability:
Borrower can at maximum loose his investment

I Lender’s payoff given project failure must be 0

behaveshirk

pH1− pHpL1− pL

Manager’s Return: B B + R − Rl 0 R − Rl

Investor’s Return: 0 Rl 0 Rl
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Assumptions - Timing

116 3. Outside Financing Capacity

to switch for a slightly lower interest rate.8 We use

the plural “lenders” even though a single lender may

turn out to finance the entire loan, because we want

to emphasize that lending is a passive and anony-

mous activity in the theories reviewed in Part II.

Let us turn to the loan contract. A contract first

stipulates whether the project is financed.9 If so, it

further specifies how the profit is shared between

the lenders and the borrower. The borrower’s lim-

ited liability will imply that both sides receive 0 in

the case of failure (the gross payoffs are the ex post

monetary payoffs and take no account of past in-

vestments and private benefit). Intuitively, there is

no point in specifying a positive transfer from the

lenders to the borrower, as such a transfer can only

weaken incentives, while it has no insurance benefit

under risk neutrality. This property will be proved

more rigorously and is here taken for granted. In the

case of success, the two parties share the profit R;

Rb goes to the borrower and Rl to the lenders.10 To

sum up, we posit an incentive scheme for the entre-

preneur of the following form: Rb in the case of suc-

cess, 0 in the case of failure.

The zero-profit constraint for the lenders can be

written as

pHRl = I −A,
assuming that the loan agreement induces the bor-

rower to behave (which under our assumptions will

be the case). The rate of interest ι is given by

Rl = (1+ ι)(I −A) or 1+ ι = 1/pH.

So, unless pH = 1, the nominal rate of interest ι
reflects a default premium and exceeds the expected

rate of return (called r in Part VI and here normal-

ized to 0) demanded by investors.

We summarize the timing in Figure 3.1.

We assume that the project is viable only in the

absence of moral hazard. That is, the project has

8. See Exercise 3.13 for the extension of the model to lender market
power.

9. “Random financing” contracts, in which the borrower brings
equity in exchange for a probability between 0 and 1 of being financed
may in some cases be optimal when the investment size is fixed (as
it is here) or more generally in the presence of indivisibilities or in-
creasing returns to scale (see Exercise 3.1). For simplicity, we focus on
deterministic contracts.

10. The lenders’ net payoff is thus Rl−(I−A) in the case of success,
and −(I − A) in the case of failure. The borrower’s net payoff is thus
Rb −A in the case of success, and −A in the case of failure, to which,
in both cases, must be added a private benefit B if shirking occurs.

Loan agreement
(sharing rule)

•
Investment

•
Moral hazard

• •
Outcome

Figure 3.1

positive NPV if the entrepreneur behaves,

pHR − I > 0, (3.1)

but negative NPV, even if one includes the borrower’s

private benefit, if she does not,

pLR − I + B < 0. (3.2)

It is easy to see that inequality (3.2) implies that no

loan that gives an incentive to the borrower to mis-

behave will be granted. Indeed, rewrite (3.2) as

[pLRl − (I −A)]+ [pLRb + B −A] < 0.

So, in the case of misbehavior, either the lenders

must lose money in expectation, or the borrower

would be better off using her cash for consumption,

or both.

3.2.2 The Lenders’ Credit Analysis

Because the project has negative NPV in the case

of misbehavior, the loan agreement must be care-

ful to preserve enough of a stake for the borrower

in the enterprise. The borrower faces the following

tradeoff once the financing has been secured: by

misbehaving, she obtains private benefit B, but she

reduces the probability of success from pH to pL.

Because she has stake Rb in the firm’s income (she

receives Rb in the case of success and 0 in the case

of failure), the borrower will therefore behave if the

following “incentive compatibility constraint” is sat-

isfied:

pHRb � pLRb + B or (∆p)Rb � B. (ICb)

From this incentive compatibility constraint we infer

that the highest income in the case of success that

can be pledged to the lenders without jeopardizing

the borrower’s incentives is

R − B
∆p

.

The (expected) pledgeable income is then

P = pH

(

R − B
∆p

)

.

I Model must be solved by backward induction:

1. Under which conditions will the entrepreneur refrain from
moral hazard? → Incentive compatibility constraint

2. What is the maximum funding lenders are willing to provide?
→ Participation constraint

→ Is the project feasible?
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Solution - Incentive compatibility constraint

I Entrepreneurs prefer to exert effort if:

pH(Rb) ≥ pL(Rb) + B

⇒ ∆p(Rb) ≥ B

⇒ Rb ≥ B/∆p

⇒ B
∆p is the minimum rent that must be left to the borrower

→ This is the agency rent

I The maximum repayment to lenders that will just keep
entrepreneurs from shirking is given by

Rl = R − Rb = R − B

∆p
(ICC)

⇒ Maximum pledgable repayment
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Solution - Participation constraint

I Due to risk neutrality and competition lenders only require
that expected repayment compensates initial funding:

piRl = C (PC)

I From the assumption that projects have only positive NPV if
entrepreneur behaves it follows:

pLR − I + B < 0

[pLRl − C ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lender’s profit

+ [pL(R − Rl)− (I − C ) + B]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Entrepreneur’s payoff

< 0

⇒ If shirking of entrepreneur is not prevented, lenders could only
recoup investments if entrepreneur had negative payoff

⇒ Entrepreneur would not enter contract
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Solution - Participation constraint

⇒ Entrepreneur must offer contract credibly indicating to lenders
that he behaves

⇒ Financing requires that (ICC ) holds

I Inserting (ICC ) in (PC ) given that entrepreneur behaves ...

Rl = R − B

∆p
(ICC)

pHRl = C (PC)

... yields the maximum credit volume

⇒ C = pH(R − B

∆p
)
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Solution - Feasibility constraint

I The maximum credit volume is given by C

I The investment volume is given by I

I To make it an interesting case we assume I > C :

⇒ pHR − I < pH
B

∆p

NPV smaller than agency rent, i.e. minimum expected rent
that must be left to entrepreneur
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Solution - Feasibility constraint

I The investment project is only feasible if the entrepreneur has
sufficient cash A such that

A ≥ A = I − C = I − pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
= pH

B

∆p
− (pHR − I )

I If the entrepreneur does not have sufficient own funding the
project cannot be financed

I The entrepreneur cannot borrow enough funds in the credit
market to start the project

I He cannot pledge higher repayments because lenders will
anticipate that he will shirk

I Thus for A < A entrepreneur is credit rationed

⇒ A positive NPV project cannot be applied
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Equilibrium payoffs

I Because of competition among lenders:

pHRl = C = I − A

I Consequently entrepreneur’s net payoffs are

Ub =

{
0 if A < A

pH (R − Rl)− A = pHR − I if A ≥ A

⇒ Entrepreneur receives entire NPV

I Borrower’s payoffs are discontinuous at A

⇒ One additional unit of initial ’cash’ (or assets) is worth more
than 1 at A
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Comparative statics - Determinants of credit rationing

I A firm is credit constraint if it has

... low initial ’cash’ A

... high agency costs pHB
∆p (high non-pledgable returns) because

I ... private benefits B are high
I ... effort has low relative impact on success probability

= marginal productivity of effort is low
= ∆p

pH
is low

= likelihood ratio is low
= successful project does not reveal much about entrepreneur’s

effort
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Some straightforward extensions of
the baseline model
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Benchmarking - Motivation

I Benchmarking important to reduce exogenous volatility of
managerial compensation

⇒ Benchmarking intensifies incentives with a given expected
compensation

⇒ Given level of incentives can be achieved with lower expected
compensation

I This effect occurs also in the baseline model even though
managers are not risk avers

I The reason is that windfall profits of the manager can be
prevented
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Benchmarking - Assumptions

I Additional state in which managerial decision not crucial

I Financiers observe state (from performance of other firms)

behaveshirk

pH1− pHpL1− pL

Total Return 0 0R R
Manager’s Return BB 0 0

R
0

g1− g
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Benchmarking - Results

I In state in which managerial decision is crucial manager must
still receive:

Rb =
B

∆p

to ensure that effort is incentive compatible

I However, in the other state he does not need to receive
anything

I Thus financiers can be promised in t = 1:

gR + (1− g)pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
⇒ By making managerial compensation state contingent

pledgable return and thus funding in t = 0 increases by:

gR − g

(
R − B

∆p

)
= g

B

∆p
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Benchmarking - Intuition

I Without benchmarking mangers are rewarded for profits to
which they did not contribute

⇒ Managers are granted windfall profits

I Any windfall profits given to the manager out of the firm’s
cash flow reduce the feasible repayment to financiers and thus
funds provided by outside investors
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Debt Overhang - Motivation

I An ongoing firm with a too high ratio of senior debt might
find it impossible to get funding for a profitable investment
project (positive NPV) even though it has sufficient cash

⇒ Repayment obligation on outstanding debt absorbs too much
of new project’s pledgable returns such that funding becomes
impossible

⇒ Without renegotiation and partial debt relief positive NPV
project not funded and entrepreneur defaults on initial debt
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Debt Overhang - Assumptions

I Pledgable return on new project exceeds investment volume

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− I > 0

I Thus even though entrepreneur is assumed to have no cash
(A = 0), financing new project as such no problem

I There are no ongoing projects in the firm

I But the firm has some outstanding senior debt D (to be
repaid in t = 1) such that:

pH

(
R − B

∆p
− D

)
− I < 0
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Debt Overhang - Equilibrium

I If project is not funded firm generates no cash flow and will
default on outstanding debt

⇒ Debt holders receive nothing

I If old debt holder provide funding I for new project their
outstanding debt can be partially repaid:

pHD > pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− I > 0

Entrepreneur promises maximum pledgable return to old debt
holder to fund new project, since this preserves his agency rent

I If initial creditors do not (cannot) provide additional funds I
then firm is unable to find funding

⇒ Return pledgable to new (junior) financiers falls short of
investment volume and entrepreneur has no funds
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Debt Overhang - Equilibrium

I Outstanding senior debt creates a deadlock:
I Senior debt holders have a senior claim on potentially

produced future cash flow
I Future cash flow must partially be pledged to new investors in

order to attract funding and actually generate cash flow

I Senior debt holder must agree on a partial debt relief which
secures at least some repayment on their claims

I The partial debt relief must release pledgable cash flow to
attract sufficient funds from new financiers
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Debt Overhang - Equilibrium

I Senior debt holders must accept a repayment d that just
ensures funding from new investors:

pH

(
R − B

∆p
− d

)
= I

I Senior debt holders thereby receive the pledgable return
exceeding the investment volume:

pHd = pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− I

I.e. they extract the ’pledgable’ monopoly rent.

I Entrepreneur receives agency rent: pH
B

∆p
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Debt Overhang - Coordination Problem

I With multiple senior debt holders coordination on a debt relief
can fail

I Individual debt holder has an incentive to wait for other debt
holders to accept a debt relief and overcoming the debt
overhang problem

I In the case of dispersed bond holders coordination mechanism
crucial
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Borrowing Capacity - Motivation

I Assumed fixed investment volume I in the baseline model
creates several arte facts

I Most importantly: A change in inside equity held by manager
only affects firm financing if it shifts A beyond A

I With a constant return to scale investment opportunity of
variable size the borrowing capacity is proportional to the
manager’s inside equity

I An equity multiplier determines the funding available to the
firm
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Borrowing Capacity - Assumptions

I Variable investment technology I ∈ [0;∞) generates a return
RI if successful and 0 if it fails

I Also private benefits B from not investing the effort increase
proportional with investment volume BI

I Project only efficient if manager invests effort:

pHR > 1 > pLR + B

I Agency conflict impedes full outside finance:

pHR − 1 <
pHB

∆p
⇔ pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
< 1

I Pledgable return from each unit smaller than investment.
Per unit agency costs exceed net revenue per unit.

→ Assumption required to ensure finite investment
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Borrowing Capacity - Equilibrium

I Return Rb retained by manager in case of success must again
ensure incentive compatibility:

(∆p)Rb ≥ BI (ICC)

I Creditors must at least recover their investment:

pH(RI − Rb) ≥ I − A (PC)
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Borrowing Capacity - Equilibrium

I In equilibrium lenders receive

pH(RI − Rb) = I − A (PC)

⇒ Expected net revenue retained by borrower

I Managers expected payoff is given by

Ub = pH(RI − RI + Rb)− A = pHRb − A

I From (PC) follows

pHRI − I = pHRb − A

I Thus managers expected payoff simplifies to

Ub = pHRI − I = (pHR − 1)I

⇒ Since manager’s payoff is increasing in I he will invest as
much as possible
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Borrowing Capacity - Equilibrium

I From (ICC ) follows:

Rb ≥
BI

∆p

I Inserting in (PC )

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
I ≥ I − A

⇔ A ≥
[

1− pH

(
R − B

∆p

)]
I

⇔ kA =

[
1− pH

(
R − B

∆p

)]−1

A ≥ I

I Thus k is the (inside) equity multiplier
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Borrowing Capacity - Equilibrium

⇒ k =

[
1− pH

(
R − B

∆p

)]−1

I The denominator of k is the difference between the
investment and the pledgable return of each unit invested.

I We assumed that project cannot be fully outside financed:

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
< 1

⇒ Thus k > 0

I Since pledgable return must be positive

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
> 0

⇒ it follows that k > 1
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Borrowing Capacity - Comparative Statics

⇒ k =

[
1− pH

(
R − B

∆p

)]−1

I The agency costs increase if B increases or pH/∆p decreases

I The equity multiplier declines the higher the agency costs

I Intuitively, the more severe the agency conflict the higher the
share financed by the entrepreneur himself of each unit
invested

I Thus the leverage must be smaller
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Borrowing Capacity - Comparative Statics

I From the identity

I = kA = A + (k − 1)A = A + D

follows for the borrowing capacity

D = (k − 1)A = dA =
pH (R − B/∆p)

1− pH (R − B/∆p)
A

I Note that d gives the maximum leverage ratio

⇒ The borrowing capacity and the leverage ratio decline as the
agency problem becomes more severe and the project’s return
R declines
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Borrowing Capacity - Comparative Statics

I Value of an additional unit of initial assets for the entrepreneur

Ug
b = A + Ub = A + (pHR − 1)kA = υA

I Inserting the equity multiplier k yields

υ =
pHB/∆p

1− pH(R − B/∆p)
> 1

I The shadow value of an additional unit of assets A increases
for the entrepreneur in the return R and decreases in the
severity of the agency conflict
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Some determinants of the borrowing
constraint
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Determinants

I Degree of diversification

I Costs and benefits of collateralization

I Borrower’s liquidity preference

I Incompleteness of contracts
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Diversification - Intuition

I Diversification serves as a means to contain moral hazard

I If projects are less than perfectly correlated, with positive
probability other projects generate some return while one
project fails

I Borrower who runs two (or more) projects can cross-pledge
project returns, i.e. can borrow to pursue on project and
pledge his managerial rent of the other project

I If he fails on one project he also looses his stake in the other

⇒ Cross-pledging serves as collateral: incentivizes borrower to
exert effort and increases the pledgable return of financiers

⇒ Diversification (if observable by the lender) alleviates agency
conflict and contains credit rationing
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Diversification - Assumptions

I Assume borrower has two projects with an investment volume
I each

I Return of each project stochastically independent of return on
other project

I If borrower invests effort in one project the project’s success
probability is pH , if not the probability is only pL

I Effort invested in one project reduces borrower’s payoff by B

⇒ If projects would be independently pursued, required
investment by borrower would amount to:

A = I − pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
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Diversification - Borrower’s incentives

I Assume now that borrower pursues both projects and
cross-pledges entire project returns

⇒ Borrower receives residual Rb only if both projects succeed

I He prefers to invest effort in both instead of no project, if

p2
HRb − 2B ≥ p2

LRb

⇔ Rb ≥
2

pH + pL

B

∆p
(ICC)

I He prefers to spend effort on both instead of on one project, if

p2
HRb − B ≥ pHpLRb

⇔ Rb ≥
1

pH

B

∆p

which always holds if (ICC) is satisfied since pH > pL.
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Diversification - Borrower’s incentives

I Agency rent that must be left to borrower

p2
HRb ≥ 2

p2
H

pH + pL

B

∆p

⇒ p2
HRb ≥

(
pH

pH + pL

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

diversification
gain

· 2pH
B

∆p︸ ︷︷ ︸
agency rent
2 projects

I Agency based diversification benefit is 0 if pL = 0

I Agency based diversification benefit reaches maximum of 1/2
at pL = pH
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Diversification - Pledgable return

I Overall expected cash flow from the two projects is 2pHR

I Overall pledgable return of the borrower is:

2pHR − 2

(
pH

pH + pL

)
· pH

B

∆p

I Funding is feasible if the borrower can invest A ≥ A of his
own funds in each project with

A = I − pH

(
R −

(
pH

pH + pL

)
· B

∆p

)
I It is easy to see that for pL > 0 it is always true that A < A

given

A = I − pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
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Diversification - Correlation

I With independently distributed projects the borrower can
pledge his rent on one project as collateral for the other
project

I Intuitively, with perfectly correlated projects this does not
help, because collateral value is zero in those states in which
the collateral is relevant

⇒ In this case diversification does not mitigate moral hazard and
project finance is as efficient as financing of a diversified firm

I The agency based diversification benefits also increase the
weaker the correlation
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Diversification - Limiting case

I Diversifying in many projects cannot eliminate credit rationing

I With infinitely many projects borrower will never be able to
benefit from good luck if he shirks

⇒ If he does not spend effort on one project he will pay for the
reduced NPV with certainty

I But still to incentivize him he must be compensated for B

I In the limit the amount B of the returns on each project
cannot be pledged to financiers

I Thus B must be financed by the borrower himself

I With a finite amount A of endowment the borrower can only
invest in n = A/B projects

I Thus he cannot invest in infinitely many projects

I Borrowers net worth (endowment) still crucial for credit
availability
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Collateral - General considerations

I So far collateral, net worth was considered as cash endowment
of the borrower

I But as we have seen (expected) return from other projects
due in t = 1 can be pledged and serves as collateral reducing
agency conflict

I Pledging productive assets can mitigate agency problem:
If initial investment involves buying machinery or real estate
to pursue project, resale price of machinery or real estate can
be pledged as collateral to outside financier
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Redeployability - Assumptions

I Productive asset can be sold in case of project failure

I Financiers might learn that project fails and can (force
borrower to) sell off asset

I Resale price P exogenous

4.3. Boosting the Ability to Borrow: The Costs and Benefits of Collateralization 165

Loan agreement
• • •

Investment

Distress
(probability 1 − x)

Moral hazard

•
Public signal

•
No distress

(probability x)
Outcome

Resale at
price P

Figure 4.1

positive NPV becomes more stringent,

xpHR + (1− x)P > I,
and thus condition (3.1) becomes

x(pHR − I) > (1− x)(I − P). (4.6)

That is, the expected profit must dominate the ex-

pected capital loss associated with distress. An in-

crease in redeployability, that is, a decrease in the

resale discount, I−P , of course, makes it more likely

that the project be a positive-NPV one.

Assuming (4.6) holds and turning to the lenders’

credit analysis, we compute the pledgeable income.

Obviously, it is optimal to pledge the full amount of

the resale price in the case of distress to the lenders

before committing part of the income R obtained in

the case of success. This results from the fact that

pledging the resale value has no adverse incentive

effect,14 while profit sharing reduces the entrepre-

neur’s stake when there is no distress. Accordingly,

one possible interpretation of what happens in dis-

tress is that the firm goes bankrupt and the lenders

seize the collateralized asset.

A necessary and sufficient condition for the

project to be funded (the modification of condition

(3.3)) is that the pledgeable income exceed the lend-

ers’ initial outlay:

xpH

(

R − B
∆p

)

+ (1− x)P � I −A. (4.7)

The threshold asset level A, above which the project

is funded, is given by condition (4.7) satisfied with

equality; it decreases with the redeployability of

the asset (as stressed, for example, in Williamson

14. Actually, it would even have a positive incentive effect if the
entrepreneur could influence the probability of distress (which is ex-
ogenous here).

(1988)).15 That redeployability of assets helps a firm

to borrow may explain why a Silicon Valley firm has a

hard time borrowing long term and borrows at high

spreads over comparable-maturity Treasuries when

it can borrow, while a gas pipeline company can bor-

row more easily and at much lower spreads.

4.3.2 Equilibrium Determination of
Asset Values

The analysis of the previous subsection took the re-

sale price P as given. One can broaden the study by

investigating the demand side (who are the buyers?)

and equilibrium considerations (how is the demand

P determined by the interaction of supply and de-

mand in the second-hand asset market?). Several im-

portant themes emerge from this broader agenda.

Fire sale externalities and the possibility of surplus-

enhancing cartelization. Suppose that multiple firms

want to put similar assets on the market when in dis-

tress. The competition between them brings down

the price P . This has two effects. First, for a given in-

vestment level, assets fetch a lower price in the case

of distress and so are less valuable than if a single

firm disposed of its assets. This is the familiar profit-

destruction effect of competition. Second, and more

15. Furthermore, A increases with the probability of distress as
long as the resale price does not exceed the pledgeable income
(P � pH(R − B/∆p)). (Checking the validity of the assumption requires
an equilibrium model of the determination of P (see, for example,
Chapter 14).)

The ability to resell the asset at a high price here boosts borrowing
capacity. This need not always be so if the lenders cannot prevent the
borrower from reselling the assets. The borrower may then be more
tempted to sell the asset in order to consume the proceeds or finance
new, possibly negative NPV, investments if the asset fetches a high re-
sale price (see, for example, Myers and Rajan 1998). Checking whether
the asset is not resold for such purposes may be more difficult for as-
sets that may need to be traded for portfolio reasons. (In Chapter 7, we
will discuss a different, but related, theme called asset substitution.)
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Redeployability - Assumptions

I Financiers observe state ’distress’ with probability (1− x)
I In distress project returns 0 but deployed assets can be resold

at P

behaveshirk

pH1− pHpL1− pL

Total Return 0 0R R
Manager’s Return BB 0 0

P
0

(1− x)x
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Redeployability - Assumptions

I Assume that x < 1 and assets are specialized P < I but still
project has positive NPV:

xpHR + (1− x)P > I

I The higher the resale price the higher the NPV of the project

I Positive NPV implies expected profits overcompensate
expected capital losses

xpH(R − I ) > (1− x)(I − P)
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Redeployability - Pledgable return

I Similar to the case for benchmarking it is easy to see that
borrowers incentives to exert effort must only be preserved in
case of no distress

⇒ Resale price in distress can be completely pledged to financiers

I Given no distress borrower must have sufficient stake in future
returns:

Rb =
B

∆p

I Thus pledgable return is given by

xpH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ (1− x)P

I Pledgable returns increase in redeployability, i.e. P, of assets

I The required cash endowment of borrower declines in P
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Redeployability - General equilibrium considerations

I So far resale price taken as given

I But given downward sloping market demand for assets, resale
price depends on correlation of ’distress’ among firms

I Fire sales generate negative externalities: Fire sales reduce
asset price and thereby reduce pledgable returns

I This in turn aggravates credit rationing and reduces
investment volume which reduces welfare

I Firms could contain this effect by coordinating on not selling
off all assets

I This cartelization increases resale revenues and thus pledgable
returns
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Costs of Collateralization

I So far collateralization, asset transfer and asset redeployment
only increased pledgable income and improved efficiency

I However, asset redeployment involves costs:

1. Transaction costs (broker costs, taxes, judiciary costs)
2. If borrower is risk averse, collateralization involves high risks

for which borrower needs to be compensated
3. Initial owner might derive highest benefit from asset ownership

(family house; knowledge to optimally use equipment)
4. High probability of asset transfer reduces borrowers incentives

to invest in asset maintenance (→ moral hazard)
5. If borrower is likely to be credit rationed again, assets have

higher value for him than for the lender
6. Lender needs manager to use seized assets and has to pay

agency rent to new manager
7. Intangible assets hard to sell (when know-how is given to

buyer, he is no longer willing to pay)
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Intuition

I When transfer of assets (used as collateral) is costly, borrowers
prefer to pledge future returns to lenders instead of assets

I But if pledgable returns are too low, borrower might be forced
to pledge collateral

I When borrower is forced to pledge collateral, he will prefer to
pledge it contingent on the project’s cash flow

I Pledging collateral in case of project failure not only increases
pledgable return for outside financiers it also has a positive
incentive effect

⇒ Thus costly asset transfers should occur ...

1. for weak firms (with low pledgable return) and low net worth

2. in case of project failure
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Assumptions

I Assume borrower has no initial cash

I Investment I (partially) used to acquire assets

→ If no funding available, borrower also has no assets

I After project is finished asset has value A for borrower and
A′ < A for lender

→ Asset transfer generates deadweight loss of A− A′

I Loan contract specifies division of project’s return given
success (R = Rb + Rl)

I Loan contract also specifies probability yS (yF ) that assets are
kept by borrower in case of a project success (failure)

→ In case of divisible assets, yS and yF can also represent faction
of assets kept
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Opt. problem

I Borrower’s payoffs:

Ub = pH(Rb + ySA) + (1− pH)yFA

I To ensure borrower behaves

pH(Rb + ySA) + (1− pH)yFA ≥ pL(Rb + ySA) + (1− pL)yFA + B

⇔ (∆p)[Rb + (yS − yF )A] ≥ B

⇔ Rb ≥
B

∆p
− (yS − yF )A (ICC)
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Opt. problem

I To ensure that lenders recoup their funds

pH [Rl + (1− yS)A′] + (1− pH)(1− yF )A′ ≥ I (PC)

I Since (PC) holds with equality and R = Rl + Rb borrower’s
payoffs are given by

Ub = pHR − I +A− [pH(1− yS) + (1− pH)(1− yF )] (A−A′)
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Regimes

I Expected payoffs of the borrower decline if assets are pledged
as collateral due to the deadweight loss caused by asset
transfers

I Thus as long as the pledgable income without collateralization
exceeds the investment volume

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
≥ I

financiers can recoup their investment and both (PC ) and
(IC ) hold even if yF = yS = 1

I However, if agency problem too severe pledgable return might
be too low (firm balance sheet too weak) to ensure project
funding without collateralization
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Regimes
I Increasing the pledgable return by pledging collateral imposes

the same cost for borrower whether asset is transferred in case
of success or failure

⇒ To cover the funding gap an increase in the probability of an
asset transfer in case of success or failure imply the same
forgone pay-off for borrower:

I − pH (R − Rb) = pH(1− yS)A′+ (1− pH)(1− yF )A′ (PC’)

I However, the incentive effect differs:

Rb ≥
B

∆p
− (yS − yF )A (ICC)

I Pledging collateral in case of failure (yF < 1) fosters
borrowers incentives to exert effort

I Transfer of assets in case of success (yS < 1) reduces his
incentives

⇒ Pledgable return actually increases if collateral is transferred
in case of failure
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Regimes

I However, even if assets are always transferred in failure
(yF = 0), pledgable return might not be sufficient to fund
project

I In this case funding gap must be closed by also transferring
asset in case of success with some probability (yS < 1) such
that

I − pHR − (1− pH)A′ = pH(1− yS)A′ (PC”)
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Costly collateral and contingent pledges - Regimes

⇒ The weaker borrowers (the more severe agency problem, the
lower initial cash) the more likely borrower must pledge
collateral and the more likely he must transfer asset also in
case of success
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No funding

•
Borrower’s balance-sheet strength:
pledgeable cash ( pH(R − B/   p))
or initial cash (A) or minus
investment (−I )

• •

No collateral
pledging

Borrower’s share
of asset also in the

case of success
Collateralization in
the case of failure

∆
∼

Figure 4.2 Only weak borrowers pledge collateral.

(i) Strong balance sheet: no collateral: {yS = yF =
1, Rb > 0}. The borrower always keeps the as-

set. Because the marginal rate of substitution

between asset and money is higher for the bor-

rower than for the lenders, it is optimal for

the borrower to pledge money first. This no-

collateral regime holds as long as the pledgeable

income allows the lenders to recoup their invest-

ment, that is, as long as pHR − pHB/∆p � I.
(ii) Intermediate balance sheet: collateral in the case

of failure: {yS = 1, yF � 1, Rb � 0}. If the asset

is to be pledged, it is better to pledge it in the

case of failure because this has attractive incen-

tive properties.

(iii) Weak balance sheet: borrower’s share of asset in

the case of success: {yS � 1, yF = 0, Rb = 0}. The

borrower’s only compensation is a share of the

asset (that is, here, some probability of keeping

it) only in the case of success.

This theory predicts that weak borrowers pledge

more collateral than strong borrowers, the intuition

being that collateral pledging makes up for a lack

of pledgeable cash. In other words, weak borrowers

must borrow against assets and cash and not only

against cash. The expression of the borrower’s util-

ity implies that the borrower prefers pledging as lit-

tle collateral as possible. Therefore, the regime that

prevails is the one that pledges the least collateral in

expectation and yet is consistent with the incentive

constraint (ICb) and the breakeven constraint (IRl).

This implies that the prevailing regime is as depicted

in Figure 4.2.

This testable implication of the moral-hazard

model is to be contrasted with that of the adverse-

selection model (see Section 6.3). There, we will

show that when the borrower has private informa-

tion about her firm’s prospects at the date of con-

tracting, only a strong borrower (namely, a borrower

with a high probability of success) pledges collateral.

Lastly, it is important to stress the key role of con-

tingent pledging. Transferring money to investors

is by assumption more efficient than transferring

assets, and so incentives are best provided by giv-

ing the entrepreneur a contingent share in the as-

sets than a contingent share in income. The intu-

ition for the results obtained above in this respect

can be obtained by comparing the pledgeable in-

comes under noncontingent and contingent collat-

eral pledges. That is, we simplify the analysis above

by comparing only {yS = yF = 0} with {yS = 1,
yF = 0}.

Under a noncontingent collateralization of the as-

sets, the pledgeable income is

pH

(

R − B
∆p

)

+A′.

With a contingent collateralization, the incentive

constraint is

(∆p)(Rb +A) � B,

and so, if A < B/∆p, say (assets do not suffice to

provide incentives), the pledgeable income is

pH

[

R −
(

B
∆p

−A
)]

+ (1− pH)A′

= pH

(

R − B
∆p

)

+A′ + pH(A−A′).

A similar rationale will underlie the optimality of

a contingent allocation of control rights (see Sec-

tion 10.2.3).

Multiple assets. Suppose now that the investment

I is used to purchase two equipments. These two as-

sets have, say, the same residual values A1 = A2 to

the borrower, and different residual values,A′1 > A
′
2,

say, to the lenders. That is, asset 1 is more redeploy-

able than asset 2. We invite the reader to check, fol-
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Efficiency gains of contingent pledges

I Pledging collateral is associated with some costs while
pledging future return is not

⇒ Efficiency is enhanced if probability of asset transfer is limited

I Contingent pledging of collateral minimizes probability of
asset transfers

⇒ Efficiency gains add to borrower’s rent

⇒ With contingent collateral incentivizing borrower requires a
lower share in the project’s return

I Pledgable return with uncontingent asset transfer:

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ A′
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Efficiency gains of contingent pledges

I With contingent asset transfers in failure incentive
compatibility of borrower

Rb ≥
B

∆p
− A

I Thus pledgable return in this case is

pH

(
R −

(
B

∆p
− A

))
+ (1− pH)A′

= pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ A′ + pH(A− A′)

I With contingent asset transfers pleadable return and thus
outside funding can be increased by

pH(A− A′)
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Pledging existing wealth - Intuition

I So far collateral were assets bought or generated during the
investment process

I Generally, collateral pledged out of existing wealth
I Difference between cash endowment and collateral in the form

of existing wealth is that collateral ...

1. cannot be invested in project
2. can only be transferred to lender at a costs

I Major difference to the previous case:
Borrower has different participation constraint:

→ He must at least realize an expected payoff matching the
collateral value of his wealth

→ Very weak projects - that would require him to accept no
reward and a possible loss of collateral - are infeasible
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Pledging existing wealth - Assumptions

I Borrower disposes of cash endowment A and wealth Cmax

I He can pledge 0 ≤ C ≤ Cmax as collateral

I The collateral value of C for the lender is only βC with β < 1

I Deadweight losses of collateral transfer is (1− β)C

I The NPV of the project is positive even if borrower pledges
his entire wealth as contingent collateral:

pHR − I − (1− pH)(1− β)Cmax ≥ 0
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Pledging existing wealth - Equilibrium

I Since funds are abundant borrower can extract full NPV of
project:

Ub = pHR − I − (1− pH)(1− β)C

I Note: This assumes that conditional pledges are optimal; this
has to be proven later on

I Borrower maximizes his payoff if he chooses C = 0

I However, with C = 0 pledgable funds and his cash
endowment must be sufficient to ensure

A ≥ A = I −
(
R − B

∆p

)
I If A < A he must pledge additional return by contingently

transferring some collateral
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Collateral - Equilibrium

I Pledging collateral again not only affects directly lenders
payoff it also changes borrowers (ICC) to

pHRb − (1− pH)C = pLRb − (1− pL)C + B

I Thus with a contingent transfer of the collateral the minimum
return required to incentivize the borrowers is only

Rb =
B

∆p
− C (ICC)

⇒ Incentives to exert effort are higher because borrower’s stake
is higher

⇒ Cash flow that needs to be given to entrepreneur is lower

⇒ Cash flow pledgable to outside investors increases
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Collateral - Equilibrium

I Incentivizing borrower becomes easier, therefore pledgable
income for lenders increases and funding becomes feasible

I Inserting (ICC) in (PC) shows this

pH (R − Rb) + (1− pH)βC ≥ I − A

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ pHC︸︷︷︸

incentive
effect

+ (1− pH)βC︸ ︷︷ ︸
direct
effect

≥ I − A (PC’)
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Collateral - Equilibrium

I Note that the incentive effect of collateral allows credit
constraint borrowers to attract funding even if the collateral is
worthless for the lender

I Even for β = 0

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ pHC ≥ I − A > pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
I I.e., borrowers whose project generates too little pledgable

return without collateralization might still find funding if
collateralization allows them to commit to ”punish”
themselves in case of a project failure
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Collateral - Equilibrium

I For a given level of cash endowment A borrower will choose
amount of collateral pledged such that lenders’ break even
condition is just met:

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ pHC + (1− pH)βC = I − A

⇒ C (A) =
I − A− pH(R − B/∆p)

pH + (1− pH)β

I Borrower always uses maximum pledgable project return and
minimum collateralization since only collateralization is
associated with deadweight losses
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Collateral - Equilibrium

I It still has to be checked that conditional transfer of collateral
is indeed optimal

I With unconditional transfer borrower’s incentives are
unaffected by the collateralization

I Pledgable returns and funding constraints are given by

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ βC︸︷︷︸

direct
effect

≥ I − A

I Compared to contingent pledging of collateral

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ pHC + (1− pH)βC ≥ I − A

⇒ Even though collateral transferred more often pledgable return
lower for any given C because of the missing incentive effect

⇒ For given funding gap borrower has to pledge more collateral
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Collateralization - In sum

I Collateralization helps to increase pledgable return to
investors and thereby helps to overcome credit rationing

I This is true even if collateralization also incurs costs, e.g. for
asset transfer

I Contingent collateralization, i.e. transfer of assets to lender
only in case of a project failure, is preferable because it also
has an efficiency enhancing incentive effect
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Borrower’s liquidity preference - Intuition

I So far borrower had no time preference nor did he have any
liquidity needs

I He is fine waiting until t = 1 when project matures and
consume his rent then

I But actually manager needs permanent consumption

I He must be able to withdraw cash from the ongoing project to
finance consumption

I But if he is able to withdraw some stakes from the project, his
incentives to behave decline

→ Note: He could borrow against his expected future agency
rent; but this has the same detrimental incentive effects

⇒ A trade-off emerges between maximizing project’s efficiency
and manager’s expected utility
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Borrower’s liquidity preference - Intuition

I This effect is even more severe if borrower’s liquidity needs
arrive stochastically and unobservably

I In this case being able to withdraw funds from the project not
only reduces borrower’s stake and thus his incentives

I In this case borrower also has an incentive to strategically
withdraw

I He might claim to have a liquidity need and needs to
withdraw his funds particularly if he did not invest effort

I Thus the option to withdraw funds to meet borrower’s
liquidity needs undermines incentive compatibility
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Borrower’s liquidity preference - Assumptions
172 4. Some Determinants of Borrowing Capacity

Contract.
Investment I;
entrepreneur
has cash A < I.

• • •
Entrepreneur’s
effort ( p = pH or pL).

Final outcome:
success (profit R)
with probability p,
failure (no profit)
with probability 1 − p.

•
2

Outside investment
opportunity (1 →    ).

λ

µ

10

Figure 4.3

the entrepreneur needs to consume along the way,

and would therefore like to spread her compensa-

tion over time. This section investigates a related

reason, namely, that the entrepreneur may want to

cash out in order to undertake new and profitable

activities.

Letting the entrepreneur cash out before her per-

formance is clearly ascertained aggravates moral

hazard. There is in general a tradeoff between liq-

uidity and accountability. The problem of dealing

with the imperfection in performance measurement

at the entrepreneur’s exit date is compounded when

the investors cannot verify whether the entrepre-

neur indeed faces attractive outside investment op-

portunities. This lack of observability creates scope

for “strategic exit.” The option of exiting early fur-

ther aggravates the moral-hazard problem because

an early exit allows the entrepreneur to escape the

sanction attached to a poor performance.

The theme of this section is an old one in cor-

porate finance and corporate law. As Coffee (1991)

notes, “American law has said clearly and consis-

tently since at least the 1920s that those who ex-

ercise control should not enjoy liquidity and vice

versa.” In the policy debate, the existence of a trade-

off between liquidity and accountability has been a

focal object of debate primarily at the level of ac-

tive monitors. In a nutshell (we will come back to

this theme in Chapter 9), it has often been argued

that the institutional investors in the United States

enjoy much more liquidity than their Japanese and

European counterparts and therefore are much less

prone to monitoring (“exercise voice”). Note, though,

that they have easier access to information and to ju-

dicial action against corporate insiders, which low-

ers the cost of limited monitoring relative to their

European and Japanese counterparts.

To unveil some implications of the liquidity–

accountability tradeoff and its limits, let us gener-

alize the fixed-investment model of Section 3.2 to

allow for the possibility that the entrepreneur en-

joys an attractive new investment opportunity at

an intermediate date, which is after the project has

been financed and the investment sunk but before

the outcome is realized.28 This new investment op-

portunity is fleeting; in particular, it disappears if

it is not taken advantage of when the profit on the

initial project accrues. The timing is described in

Figure 4.3.

As usual, we assume that the entrepreneur’s cash

A is insufficient to finance the initial investment

I. There is moral hazard: the entrepreneur enjoys

no private benefit if she behaves (in which case

the probability of success is pH) and private benefit

B > 0 if she misbehaves (the probability of success

is then pL). The project yields R if successful and

0 if it fails. This final outcome (R or 0) is obtained

whether or not the entrepreneur takes advantage of

the new investment opportunity. Investors and the

entrepreneur are risk neutral, and the latter is pro-

tected by limited liability. We assume that the invest-

ment would be financed in the absence of new re-

investment opportunities:

pH

(

R − B
∆p

)

� I −A.

The new feature is the possible existence of an

outside investment opportunity for the entrepre-

neur. We will say that the entrepreneur faces a

“liquidity shock” if such an opportunity arises. The

rationale for this terminology is that the model

28. The model is a simplified version of the one in Aghion et al.
(2004), to which we refer for more detail. There is also a large literature
on the liquidity–control tradeoff for active monitors (see Section 9.4).

I Borrower has with prob. λ an investment opportunity

I Investment opportunity is perishable

I Investment opportunity occurs after effort decision

I Returns to the outside investment opportunity are not
pledgable to lenders

I Success prob. of initial project independent of outside option
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Borrower’s liquidity preference - Assumptions

I We consider contracts that give managers two options

1. Withdraw from the project in t = 1 to invest in the outside
investment opportunity and receive 0 in t = 2

2. Keep the stake in the project in t = 1 and receive Rb in t = 2
if the project succeeds and 0 if it fails

I We will later check whether such a contractual arrangement is
indeed optimal

I The premature repayment to manager must be financed by
lenders; thus it must be financed out of the pledgable return
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Verifiable liquidity shocks

I Assume for a start that liquidity needs are observable

I The premature repayment can be made contingent on the
liquidity shock

I In this case moral hazard is still restricted to the effort
investment

I Effort is spend as long as

λµrb + (1− λ)pHRb ≥ λµrb + (1− λ)pLRb + B (ICC)

I Since he withdraws his stake with prob. λ his initial stake
must be 1/(1− λ) times larger

Rb ≥
B

(1− λ)∆p
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Verifiable liquidity shocks

I Given the incentive compatible stake for the manager the
pledgable return is

pHR − λrb − (1− λ)pH
B

(1− λ)∆p
= pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− λrb

I The pledgable income is simply reduced by the NPV of the
withdrawal

I The borrower’s payoff is given by

Ub = pHR − I + λ(µ− 1)rb

⇒ The manager’s utility increases in his liquidity rb

⇒ His liquidity can only be limitedly increased because pledgable
return has to be sufficiently high to ensure that funding is
feasible
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Verifiable liquidity shocks

I The maximum feasible liquidity provision to the manager is
therefore determined by:

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− λr∗b = I − A

⇒ As long as effort is ensured by a sufficiently high Rb the
optimal contract maximizes rb since borrower has a higher
marginal payoff from t = 1 liquidity than from t = 2 return

⇒ A higher A, i.e a higher net worth, increases the
entrepreneur’s liquidity
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Intuition

I Now assume that the liquidity shock is the entrepreneur’s
private information

→ Whether he has a valuable private investment opportunity is
only observable to the entrepreneur himself

→ Two levels of moral hazard: entrepreneur can misrepresent his
liquidity needs and misbehave by not exerting effort

I Moral hazard cannot be dealt with separately because they
interact, i.e. they mutually reinforce each other:

1. If entrepreneur does not exert effort, he also has a strong
incentive to pretend to have a liquidity need and withdraw
from the project

2. If he knows that he can misrepresent and withdraw from the
project, he has weaker incentives to exert effort to increase
project’s success probability
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Simplifying assumption

I Assume that pL = 0

→ The entrepreneur never receives the agency rent if he
misbehaves

→ The entrepreneur will always withdraw from the project if he
did not exert effort

→ This is also always true if pL was sufficiently small
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I From the simplifying assumption entrepreneur’s payoff given
no effort are

[λµ+ 1− λ]rb + B

I Take for the moment pHRb > rb and µrb ≥ pHRb as given

→ Without liquidity shock entrepreneur does not withdraw after
he invested effort

→ With liquidity shock entrepreneur withdraws even if he
invested effort

I The entrepreneur prefers to behave if

λµrb + (1− λ)pHRb ≥ [λµ+ 1− λ]rb + B (ICC)
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I From (ICC ) follows for the repayment to the manager:

Rb ≥
B

(1− λ)pH
+

rb
pH

I With verifiable liquidity shocks repayment was:

Rb ≥
B

(1− λ)pH

I Option to misrepresent after misbehaving generates an
additional agency rent

I Management compensation in successful state after behaving
must also compensate for this agency premium

I This agency rent increases in the short term repayments rb
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I Given this incentive scheme the pledgable return is

pHR − λrb − (1− λ)pHRb = pH

(
R − B

pH

)
− rb

I Thus funding is feasible for a given rb as long as

pH

(
R − B

pH

)
− rb ≥ I − A
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I Because of the scarcity of projects the entrepreneur still
retains the NPV of the project

pHR − I + λ(µ− 1)rb

I Again because cash in t = 1 has a higher return than one the
borrower’s payoff increases in rb

I Thus rb will be maximized subject to the funding constraint:

pH

(
R − B

pH

)
− r∗∗b = I − A
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I Consequently, with nonverifiable liquidity shocks

r∗∗b = pH

(
R − B

pH

)
− I + A

I Comparing with the short term repayment under verifiable
liquidity shocks

r∗b =
1

λ

(
pH

(
R − B

pH

)
− I + A

)
shows that the short term repayments are lower with
nonverifiable liquidity shocks

I We saw that Rb is higher with nonverifiable liquidity shocks

⇒ Nonverifiability of liquidity needs makes entrepreneur’s claims
less liquid
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I The entrepreneurs expected utility is given by

pHR − I + λ(µ− 1)rb

I Since rb is smaller under nonverifiable liquidity shocks it is
again the entrepreneur who suffers himself from the additional
moral hazard problem
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Nonverifiable liquidity shocks - Equilibrium

I We still have to prove that indeed pHRb > rb and µrb ≥ pHRb

which we took for granted

I (ICC ) ensured that

pHRb ≥
B

(1− λ)
+ rb

and thus pHRb > rb in equilibrium

I But if the funding constraint is sufficiently severe (A
sufficiently low) µr∗∗B ≥ pHRb might not be feasible

I In this case entrepreneur only gets an option to partially
withdraw; he has to keep a share R0

b such that:

µr∗∗B + pHR
0
b = pHRH
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The use of interim information

I A lot of information about the future return might become
available to financier during the investment process

I The project completes certain development stages (patents
etc.), an IPO achieves a certain price etc.

I However, all this information is only a noisy signal about the
actual future return

I All this information is useless in the baseline model
1) because it becomes available after effort is chosen and
2) because it is an even noisier signal about manager’s effort
than the actual return

I But if this information is available before the entrepreneur
wants to withdraw it helps contain strategic withdrawals after
misbehavior
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The use of interim information

I Assume that financiers receive a noisy signal before they repay
r̂b to a withdrawing entrepreneur

I Assume that with qH (qL < qH) financiers receive a good
signal given the entrepreneur exerted (no) effort

I Given that financiers do not pay r̂b if they receive a bad signal
entrepreneur’s incentive constraint is now

λqHµr̂b + (1− λ)pHRb ≥ qL[λµ+ (1− λ)]r̂b + B

or
λµrb + (1− λ)pHRb ≥ [λµ(1− λ)]θrb + B

with rb ≡ qH r̂b and θ ≡ qL/qH < 1
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The use of interim information

I Solving for Rb and inserting into the pledgable return gives

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− rb[1− (1− θ)(λµ+ 1− λ)]

I For uninformative signal qL = qH and thus θ = 1 the
pledgable return is not improved

I But as soon as θ < 1 the pledgable return improves by making
the withdrawal option contingent on the interim signal

I The contingent withdraw reduces the option to strategically
withdraw after misbehaving

I Thus it brings incentives to behave closer to the original level
without any withdrawal option
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The use of interim information

I For qL = 0 and thus θ = 0

pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
− rb[1− (1− θ)(λµ+ 1− λ)]

= pH

(
R − B

∆p

)
+ rbλ(µ− 1)

I In this case the pledgable return is actually higher than in the
baseline

I Here the entrepreneur can only withdraw and benefit from his
productive private investment alternative if he behaved

I This increases his incentives to exert effort

I This reduces the stake Rb that must be left to him

I Thus the pledgable return increases
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Incomplete contracts and inalienable human capital

I Project funding is investment in the human capital of
entrepreneur or project relies on human capital of manager

I Contracts - in particular labor contracts with managers - are
incomplete and manager can always quit

I If the manager’s bargaining power increases he can always
threaten to quit and renegotiate for a higher repayment

I If his human capital becomes indispensable for the project his
bargaining power increases and he might indeed blackmail
financiers

I When deciding about how much funds to provide financiers
must also worry about this hold up (as an alternative to the
moral hazard)
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Incomplete contracts - Assumptions

178 4. Some Determinants of Borrowing Capacity

Loan agreement
(sharing rule)

•
Investment I

•
Renegotiation of

the loan agreement

• •
OutcomeCompletion of

the project

•

Figure 4.5

yields nothing if it is not completed. And, because

of the absence of moral hazard, it yields R with

probability pH and 0 with probability 1 − pH if it is

completed.

There are two key assumptions for the analysis.

First, the lenders cannot bring in a new entrepreneur

to complete the project if the entrepreneur refuses

to complete it; one may have in mind that part of the

investment I is devoted to the acquisition of know-

ledge by the entrepreneur and that this knowledge is

indispensable to complete the project. More gener-

ally, bringing in a new entrepreneur could substan-

tially delay the project and/or wastefully duplicate

the investment in human capital (besides, the new

entrepreneur might herself blackmail the lenders if

the first one is no longer available to complete the

project). Note that, in contrast with physical assets,

the investment in the entrepreneur’s human capital

cannot be seized: it is inalienable.

The second assumption is that the action of “com-

pleting the project” can be contracted upon after,

but not before, the investment is incurred. There-

fore, in effect, the renegotiation itself replaces effort

as the source of moral hazard.

The key ingredient of the analysis is the descrip-

tion of the renegotiation process. Two opposite

views can be held on this matter. On the one hand,

one may predict that the lenders will stay put and

will refuse to renegotiate. If the project has a dead-

line, a self-interested entrepreneur will complete the

project even in the absence of renegotiation, since

completing the project brings her

pH(R −D) = pHR − I > 0.

On the other hand, one may, following Hart and

Moore, take a more optimistic view of the entrepre-

neur’s bargaining power and argue that in this sit-

uation both sides have bargaining power, as both

receive 0 in the case of noncompletion.38 Let us

38. Arguably, this view may be more relevant if, for example, there
is no deadline and the value, initially pHR, shrinks over time due to

assume that the lenders (respectively, entrepreneur)

receive a fraction θ (respectively, 1−θ) of the pie in

the renegotiation. The fraction θ reflects the lend-

ers’ bargaining power. Anticipating renegotiation,

the lenders are willing to invest in the firm if and

only if

θ(pHR) � I.

Note that θ cannot exceedD/R. Otherwise, the entre-

preneur would just refrain from renegotiating and

complete the project, leaving only D to the lenders

in the case of success.

The interesting case is when θ is smaller than

D/R. Then

θ(pHR) < I,

and the project is not financed: although the lend-

ers break even in the absence of renegotiation, rene-

gotiation reduces their share in the case of success

and transforms lending into a money-losing opera-

tion. The firm then suffers from credit rationing—

the nonfinancing of a positive-NPV project—despite

the “absence” of moral hazard.39 This model can

be viewed as one of expropriation of the lenders’

investment.40

Determinants of bargaining power. We now iden-

tify some factors that reduce the borrower’s bar-

gaining power (increase θ) and thus help her obtain

funding.

discounting. Then the lenders can less easily stay put and make the
entrepreneur responsible for destroying the value of the project.

39. Actually, the model is formally identical to one with moral haz-
ard. It suffices to define an “equivalent private benefit” B:

θpHR ≡ pH

(

R − B
∆p

)

.

The model with renegotiation (with parameter θ) and no moral haz-
ard is equivalent to the model without renegotiation and with moral
hazard (with private benefit B).

40. It thereby bears some resemblance to the models of expropri-
ation of specific investment in the industrial organization and labor
economics literatures (Grout 1984; Klein et al. 1978; Williamson 1975,
1985). It is also very similar to the model in Jappelli et al. (2005), where
ex post the lender can refuse to pay unless brought to court, but the
inefficiency of the court implies that the lenders can secure only a
fraction of the final value of the assets.

I If entrepreneur involved, project has positiv NPV: pHR − I > 0

I If entrepreneur quits project return is zero

I Funds are abundant and projects scarce

⇒ Entrepreneur only has to promise to repay D = I to receive
funding
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Incomplete contracts - Renegotiation

I Assume that the entrepreneur threatens to quite

I Both the entrepreneur and financiers receive zero in that case

I Thus both have incentive to renegotiate

I Assume in renegotiation entrepreneur can achieve a profit
sharing rule of θ < D/R for the financiers and (1− θ) for him

I Thus
θpHR < I

I Anticipating the blackmailing and the renegotiation outcome
financiers will refuse to provide funding of I in the first place

I Entrepreneur is credit rationed and without any own funds he
cannot start the project
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Incomplete contracts - Remedies

I Like in the moral hazard case the entrepreneur is hurt by his
own option to behave opportunistically in the future

I Thus it is again in the entrepreneur’s own interest to constrain
his own future bargaining power by ...

- owing debt to dispersed creditors

- borrowing from creditors with reputation for not giving in in
renegotiations

- establishing a reputation for not renegotiating

- allowing the financiers to seize the assets in case of a
renegotiation (collateralization) and run the firm with an
alternative manager who costs c :

θpHR < I ≤ pHR − c = θ∗pHR
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